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Modeling Division
The key to being able to solve a word problem with confidence is to have a model in
your mind that describes how the problem works, instead of simply guessing at the most
appropriate operator to use to combine the given numbers. A number is always a description of how much of
some particular thing you have; you should identify that thing and label the number.

In the particular case of division and multiplication, many problems of this sort follow a pattern where there is
some total amount that is broken up into groups; the total amount is found by multiplying the size of each
group by the number of groups.

Example: A batch of pancakes takes 3/4 cup of flour. If I have 11 cups of flour, how much extra flour will I
have left over when I no longer have enough to make a full batch?
Here, 3/4 is the size of the batches that the total amount of 11 cups is being divided up into. The number of
batches, then, is 11/(3/4) = 14 2/3. Now, it might be tempting to say that 2/3 is the amount left over, so this is
where it is so important to remember what everything refers to: that is 2/3 of a batch, where a batch means 3/4
cup of flour. My leftover amount will be (3/4)(2/3) = 1/2 cup.
Notice that the equation above is also the key to making sense of a remainder: The 2/3 of a batch left over in
the example is converted to 1/2 cup of flour by multiplying by the flour per batch.

. 1 My English teacher assigns 75 pages of reading per night. How long will it take to read A Tale of Two
Cities, which is 433 pages?

. 2 Suppose that I am giving holiday gifts to my friends, in gift bags, and I want to decorate the bags with
ribbon. I have a piece of ribbon, shown by the longer length below, and I want to cut it into pieces like the
shorter length. Show, by splitting up the line, how many pieces I can get and how much is left at the end.

. 3 I have a rope that is 20 m long.

a) If I find that I can wrap it 7.8 times around my desk, what is the perimeter of the desk?

b) If I find that it takes 89.4 lengths of the rope to go all the way around the school, what is the perimeter
of the school?



. 4 The Appalachian Trail is a hiking trail stretching from Georgia to Maine. A hiker along the trail can
make about 14 miles of progress per day; it is slow going, because the trail goes up and down every
mountain it can find along the way. (There are huts spaced out along the trail for hikers to sleep in) The
number line below shows the trail, marked out in miles.

a) How many miles long is the trail?

b) Suppose that I decide to spend my sumer vacation hiking on the trail. I start at b, and hike for 70 days.
Show where I would be at the end if I go north (positive) or south (negative).

. 5 "Store-23" offers a discount of $1 for every $23 that you spend, plus another discount of $5 for every
$123 that you spend. So, for example, if I spend $250, I get back $10 from spending ten times $23, plus
$10 for spending two times $123, meaning that I only have to pay $230.

I buy 17 pairs of shoes at a price of $39 per pair. How much, when the discount is applied, did I really
end up paying for each pair?

. 6 A word processing program puts 14 words on each line, 22 lines per page. An essay consists of 5
paragraphs with lengths of 150 words, 97 words, 78 words, 87 words, and 131 words.

a) How many pages does it take up? 

b) How many lines are on the last page?

c) How many words are in the last line?


